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an independent filmmaker who went to Iraq to shoot a documentary on the Persian king
Cyrus Kar, a San Jose State University alumnus and
Cyrus the Great, hired a taxi after a long, searing day. The next thing he knew he was arrested by U.S. troops and held in detention camps
for more than a month before being cleared of any wrongdoing. This is part two of three of his story.
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BY FARIDEH DADA
))),
The San Jose
State University
interim Library
dean. Jo Bell
Whitlatch, will
get her former
position as the
associate dean
Of SJSU side of
the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. WHITLATCH
Joint
Library
once the newly se lecto.1 dean.
Ruth Kiler takes ilk’ 1/0,111011 oil
October I.
Since Whitlatch plans to retire
next year. she refrained from up
plying for the dean position het
self.
Whitlatt h chaired the search
committee tor a new dean.
"Whulatch has a lot of energy
and is committed to developing
semis,
and providing Ilk ii
that meet the needs it this’ mist
community." Christine Holmes.
special proiects specialist, wrote
in an e-mail.
Whitlatch has been with SJSU
Library.. a "fairly shabby saint
plot" at the beginning before the
new building w as built.she de
scribed, since 197 ;.
In 1971. it n. as Milne(’ (’St San
Jose. Since 1974. it has been called
San Jose Slate link etsity library.
"Dr. Whitlatch was instrumen
tal in creating the groundbreaking
merged library.- Rebecca Feind.
reference librarian and outreach
coordinator said.
"She is a tremendous resour.I.
to the campus and community...
she said.
Whitlatch sets ed in the cat:,
logue maintenance posit ton tin
two year. before becoming the
head of irculation and picked tip
interlibrary loan and responsibiht\
for periodicals in 1975. she said
Whitlatch was an interim actim,
dean for a while. ’Dien she applied
fiir the top job mimis,. essfullyits
decided to retreat mitt the librars las
ulty ranks and became lust it’. and
political ...Acme liaison. she said.
ei the \cals, been
"I had,
active in Calitorma Faculty
Association and in early 19805,
I was one of the four to live key
people \s hit fought hard to get library liaison get. \Oat tiles call.
full faculty status tor librarians,
which means sabbaticals and equal
pay.- Whit lak It said.
Whitlatch Ss as quite an atm% ist
in CFA and she was president of
the CFA chapter on campus between 1988 and 1989.
"Jo Bell sets extremely high standards for herself," Luann Budd. the
library administrative officer wrote
in an e-mail. "I have found her to be
a leader who makes decisions based
on input from all the relevant inftir’nation, and in difficult negotiations
she is able to lind the win s in solution which is so imptMant in our
joint library."
Whitlatch got her bachelor’s
degree in history in 1964 from
University of Minnesota. She then
got her master’s degree in library
science in 1966 from the saute university.
Whitlatch started her first professional job in 1965 in a small

see DEAN, page 6

and then took our pictures." Kar
-The ring leader said. ’We
ii ss’st to stack you guys down in
1)y. ratnids, hut now we are not
allowed to do so And everyone
laughed.-
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Cyrus Kar, left, goes over the script to his documentary about Cyi us the Great before shooting in Khojand, Tajikistan, in 2004.
BY VAISHALI KIRPEKAR

Allel
51.1,40), at
it camp in I
rus Kar, a San
Jose State Cm el sity alumnus
and Los Angeles -based independent lihninakei detained in Iraq
on May 17. ii is intenogated at
I a.m. May IS.
Until then, he was in a cage, lying in a fetal position with a bottle

of water next to him, he said
"I got a tap on the shoulder and
nearly jumped out of my skin. A
11.S. personnel was pulling me
by my skin,- Kar said. "A U.S.
Army official interrogated me for
the lirst time.
"They took my blindfold off
and took my pictures w ith
digital camera. They cut my Ilexi
cuffs, the narrow bands on the
wrist. and kept asking me about

the timers."
Nut said he told hint he knew
nothing about the timers U.S.
tound in the trunk of his
two .\lier questioning the taxi
tinier. his interrogators told Kar
that the taxi driver had admitted
that the timers belonged to him.
’I thought, ’Great. That will he
the end of the problem. They will
let us go probably at dawn rather
than in the middle of the night,’"

Nat said.
It didn’t happen.
"At 10. the May IN morning
sun is as beaming down at us."
Kar said. "It was over 100 degree, and it was horrific."
In the afteriuxin, they were
taken back to the same interrogation room where microphone
wires. cameras and timers were
placed incriminatingly. Kar said.
"They told me to kneel down
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"The Arrest"

"The Ordeal"

Students compute
A.S. computer center open to all
BY PRISCILLA WOO
wpit,,
D)i)ly
Any day of the week, students have the option to access the Intentet, rent laptops
and get tech support when they
isit the Associated Students
Computer Services Center located in the upper level of the
Student Union.
Open every day of the week,
with new service hours on
Sunday, the services center is a
place that is geared toward students needs. The center is open
Monday through Thursday
from 8 a.m. to II p.m., Friday
and Saturday from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. and Sunday from 5 to
11 p.m.
"les a student lab. And it’s
about students’ needs,- said
Jason
Stu% at I
information
technologies manager for associated students computer
services center. "Some students
need it to do papers, some need
it to chat and unwind between

rivF

classes, and some need to check
their lantasy football."
Maziar Moezzi. operations
coordinator for associated students computer services center,
said all students are welcome.
"This is basically a one -stop
shop for any need a student
would have." Moezzi said. "We
are a full functional copying,
printing, faxing and scanning
service center which also includes our laptop rental program."
The laptop rental program
is available for students for a
discounted rate, Moe/Li said.
The price ranges from $15 to
$30 a week to rent a laptop.
They have Macs. PC’ and 1.inux
systems as well. Students can
choose whether they want to
use a basic laptop or a more
high-powered multimedia laptop. Moezzi said.
"It gives the students more
flexibility in matching their
see CENTER, page 6

From their lirst camp. Kar
and his cameraman Faraji were
tied and blindfolded, and taken
in separate Humvecs to another
location. Kar said.
"The window s :lie rolled up:
the soldiers were otilside chaffing
the course; we are cooking inside
And Faraji was almost uncon
st. ions due to heat exhaustion."
K said. narrating the events 01
\lav IS.
1 atm Rio is etc taken to Abu
ilmith itt .1 shopper arOUnd lit
ui NiI IS
-I had in, rein non \s hell I cattle
ti
\\ I is as at Abu Ghraih."
K.I1 said
’Vie health the MPs (Military
use I
Ian. and beat irig
Menisci\ es into a tient. ’Non f
Isis, you here to kill
Americans’’’ - Nat said.
They is et e taken to a lobby to
be piticessed where people "kept
yelling at us" and there was "lot
of intentional pushing :ind pulling. humiliation and gratuitous
"My Skill eante 100Se in the
interrogator’s hand." Kar said.
They were lined up facing the
wall, hands hound behind their
hacks and ordered to put their
heads against the wall. Kar said.
"My head was kw inches
away front the wall. and the officer grabbed it and slammed it to
the cinderblock." Kar said.
see KAR, page 10
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AIDS awareness group plans events
BY THERESA ALSTER
\A,,
I he IIIV and AIDS Aw
’imunittee met Wednesday to plan
tts inv olvement in World AIDS
iii in Dec. I. People from the
Clinic San Jose State Universit
minima!, are invited to tiittt the
committee, said Sharon Wilk’’,. as
sistalit 5 lie president tor student
at lairs and committee cii s ham
"Our primary Mission is to
educate the campus community
regarding HIV and AIDS and also
ilt’s situp administrative procedures.
as needed. if any concerns should
arise.- said Willey. "Also, they
need to be aware of the impact of
111V needs globally. Dr. Cecilia Menai, interim
medical chief of staff of the SJSU
health center, said that AIDS
continues to spread because of
unprotected sex with multiple
partners.
During sexual intercourse, the
vaginal, anal or oral recipient is the
partner at greater risk of contracting the disease, Menibo said.
"Last year, two students were
found to be asymptomatic HIV
positive." Menibo said,

311 is diagnoses Moe been rare
m thi 11calth center. Students with
Illn malty seek care elsewhere.
she said
According to the (’enters Itir
Disease (*tumid, y iiting people ate
at an increased t isk for HIV ink,
hon.

I Ile p1-01/1 /I IWO (II >ailing people is tilt a diagnosis of AIDS increased. In 1999, 3.9 percent of all
persons is ith a diagnosis of AIDS
were aged 13 to 24. In 2003, 4.7
see COMMITTEE,

page 6
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From left, Martha O’Connell, co-chair of the HIV and AIDS
Awareness Committee, Mttlinda Chu -Yang, Peer Health Education
Coordinator for Student Health Services, and Sharon Whilley, cochair of the HIV Awareness Committee, meet in the Montalvo room
in the Student Unien on Wednesday to discuss upcoming HIV/AIDS
Awareness events.
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Is the United States safer since the
beginning of the War on Terrorism?
The War on Terrorism is thinly veiled
attempt to assert U.S. dominance.

There have been no attacks on the U.S.
since the War on Terrorism teas started.

Numbers speak for themselves.
By looking at the following unofficial statistics released by the
Department of State and the National Counterterrorism (’enter. one can
hardly say that the U.S. is safer since the beginning of the so-called War
on Terrorism.
The numbers of significant international terrorism attacks involving a U.S. citizen and/or U.S. facility were 64 in 2004, 45 in 2003 and
43 in 2002. while the numbers before the start of the so-called War on
Terrorism were 19 in 2001. nine in 2000 and 12 in 1999.
The U.S. administration’s failure is also clear from the weak anti -terrorism coalition of U.S. allies. Nicaragua. Spain. Dominican Republic.
Honduras, Philippines, Thailand, New Zealand, Tonga, Hungary.
Portugal and Moldova who had supported war in !rag as a part of the War
on ’terrorism pulled their troops out of Iraq. Norway will soon pull out its
troops and Italy is also reducing its military presence in Iraq.
Furthermore. opinion polls show that support for U.S. has dropped in
the world. In the Muslim world the nation’s image is worse than ever he
fore. The t ’toted States’ popularity in Egypt,
the second largest recipient of C.S. aid, in
Jordan. the fourth largest recipient of U.S.
assistance. in Pakistan. which has close relations with the United States, and in Turkey, a
NATO ally. has dramatically decreased.
Other polls show a drop in the popularity
of the United States in major European countries. Solid majorities in France and Germany
are skeptical of the United States’ intakes in
its so-called War on Terrorism belles ing that
FARIDEH DADA
the war on terrorism is being conducted to
control Mid-East oil and dominate the world.
It is not only terrorism that is a threat -- the feeling of insecurity is a
bigger threat. The fear of terrorist attacks has crept into the Americans
esery dos, hies.
lilt iecent blackout in Los Angeles on Sept. 12 that made the city utility official announce publicly that the outage had involved no terrorism
highlights this fear.
Another evomple is the tragedy that happened on a bridge over the
Tigris Riser in Baghdad in Aug. 31. Because of the panic created by
rumors ot suicide bombers among the crowd of pilgrims. people crossing the bridge crushed each other trying to escape and plunged into the
muddy riser resulting in about 101)0 of them losing their lives.
’Hie number ol terrorists - being imaginary or real characters Is Increasing. is bile no serious attempt has been taken to catch Bin Laden, the
main terrorist target.
The main reason Bush attacked Afghanistan wits to arrest Bin Laden.
Not only has Bin Laden not been aught. but Mullah ()mar and Zaryim
have a.I so 1v ecome to-nor -4 tarveic
Moieoiei after the start oi the War on Terrorism, not only has the
U.S. government not as i.ided innocent civilian casualties ill the Middle
East, but also added to the number of fatalities of the U.S. soldiers.
In short, no major s ictory can be observed in the so-called War on
Terrorism. while provoking hatred among many potential tmorists that
has made the United States less safe than before Sept. II. 21511.

Yes. the War on Terrorism has made our country safer. Since Sept.
11, terrorists have not launched a single attack on U.S. soil. Obviously.
the Bush Administration has been doing its job in keeping us safe.
Americans are more ay.:Ile of the potential dangers they face front
those hostile um aid the Mted States than they %%ere before Sept. II.
Al-Qaida. the international terrorist organization responsible for the
200 I attacks, has been largely incapacitated over the last four years.
Saddam Hussein is no longer a threat. These are the factors that has e
contributed to the safety of the United States. Clearly, they are the direct result of the War On Terrorism.
True, surveys indicate that more than half of Americans feels less
safe since Sept. II. hut that feeling of insecurity simply shows that We
are more aware of our need to defend ourselves. We were attacked in
2001 largely because wc ere not aware of our vulnerability.
Now that we have seen the amount of harm that can he potentially
inflicted on us, the government has heightened security measures to
a great evtent The U.S. Department of Homeland Security was created. along with a color-coded terrorism alert
system. Airports are as meticulous as ever in
screening passengers and employees.
!vily point is, if you’re alert, you’re not an
easy target. You’re less likely to he robbed in
the middle of the night if you’re standing in
the living room ss I Ii a loaded shotgun than if
you were sound .isleep it your bed.
Immediate retribution for the Sept. II attacks was absolutely necessary in order to
CHRISTINA YOUNG
keep others from attacking. Going after al Oujda .ind successfully weakening its structure sent out a message to enemies of the United States: "Don’t mess
with us.- And so far, they has en’t
We demonstrated our strength and power as a nation by assailing
those 0 ho threatened our liberty and democracy. We did this when we
joined the Allies in World War II alter the attack on Pearl Harbor. As a
nation. %ye toe a reputation to uphold. We have to get everyone else
to belie% e that we’re the biggest, toughest kid in the schoolyard.
this is also known as -bullying.- which is seen as boorish and juvenile
by some. but it keeps terrorists away nonetheless. And besides. they hit
us first.
Yes. yes. I know. I know! Saddam’, supposed weapons Of MaSS destruction were never found by Bush’s !rag Survey Group. hut the fact
S. First of all, lie had had
is, he still posed as a major threat to the
WMIN hefine. hag implemented chic it IL :II % j11.11e during the Iran -Iraq
war. As a matter of fact, the former dictator used chemical weapons on
his own people. Saddam ran nuclear weapons programs while he was
in pom.er. The Bush administration lOund illegal plans tor "Weapons
of Mass Demi-wool-related programs" during their search of Iraq.
Hussein i% as klear
thic.it to our safety and to the world’s. And he
was ellet tmsely eliminated as a result of the War on Terror.
With national assaiciles. a weakened al-Qaida. and a captured
Saddam. the United Stales is safer than before the attacks of Sept. II.

Illustration by AnnaCorey
Faruleh Muhl

Christina Yining is a Spartan Ihiav staff writer

s
Editor’s note: ( )ppo.ing
usually appears evei Wednesday.
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Why get drunk at home when there’s beer on campus?
I got Wiwi, an the Market Cate.
Uniseisity rules are pretty straightforward when it
comes to alcohol. The policy states that nobs itly can
possess an open alcoholic beverage "while in :my
public area on the San Jose State link ersity cam
pus." However, the rule doesn’t apply to 1,niu el sit)
sponsored events or beverages "purchased front
Spartan Shops and consumed in designated areas."
So. di inking is OK if the university sells it to you’?
That’s %%lien I decided my goal fin. the week was to
get cut off or thrown out of the Market Cafe.
I hobbled into the Market Cafe in the old Caleteria
building, pretended to look at the diffilent items hit
a bit and then meek IN ordered a beer
I had no idea
hous many people actually ult. 1.11s ’ant ii Ming.
1101e a number of choices: Bass. Nee., ;edit’. Fat Tile
and Coors Light. The cashier didn’t es en tlinch when
I ordered a Newcastle. %slue]] ran me a cool S4 tssi
pint. It was a bit ilea, stint getting Cut ’n" " as’nit
happening at this rate.
I sat there and vs an lied CNN as beer alter beer went
down the kik h. I had a Fat hie, then rode the Silver
Bullet foul ’lines all the \say to Sus co Inebriation.
With the sun still in the sky, Brian Williams re -

pitted nom Ness iii leans as I doss lied my sixth beer. so did the pisilds,w, hat usually accompany drunk
[Blued out of my skull. 1 re:tilted that my mission to people.
"Ninety-nine percent of the time people come in,
get booted would not be accomplished.
they get a beverage or two, are pretty much
I couldn’t believe that I got drunk on
done and tseil
Whiner) said. "We
lea\
campus
and that it was OK. Kind of.
don’t has e theisisillness here."
"If I knew you had six already. I
After getting sauced. I had the hankering
wouldn’t give you anymore," said the -au
for a nicotine Its. The school used to sell
dent supervisor behind the counter. "I’m
,igarelles,
supposed to cut people off after two or
"I suorked here one summer in 1978 as
three
a cashier, selling them into the late ’80s or
Didn’t know you could drink on camearly 90s, until a campus ordinance depus.’ It’s not heavily promoted. and many
cided cigarette, were not to be sold anystudents may be unaware of this. There
more." said Bill Mowson, management
used to be a pub where the Maiket Cafe
KEVIN YUEN
information systems and data processing
now stands. but after it sits tent us
manager for the bookstore. "There used to
in the late 90s, it is noss ’simply a shell
of vs hat it used to be. us itin the 211 glorious beer taps he vending machines all around campus too."
Though cigarettes are no longer sold on campus.
shrinking to a meagei Is iii
’When nit’ slid the s.ons sion over from ’is hit the the bookstore still stocks lighters. But Jen Skebba, the
use didn’t us.int to lose all aspects of it." gift and clothing department manager at the Spartan
pub was
Bookstore. said they don’t II) off the shelves.
said James
limeiy, managei sir the old Caletei
"We could stop selling them and 5a considerable
building. -55e us anted to still have it as an option on
amount ot the population on campus I us .suldnI care."
campus."
When the iii Ii
sit the alcohol disappeared. Skebba said.

SPARTA GUIDE

It seems that the availability of cigarette lighters
in the bookstore is a simple leftover practice from the
day , of debauchery. So since smoking has been universally recognited as a disgusting and deadly habit.
would selling lighters be considered enabling’?
"I guess it could be enabling, but there’s lots of
stuff we carry that people don’t use all the time,"
Skebba said. "I don’t smoke, but I have five or six
lighters at home I use Mr various things."
Sure, lighters could he used for nonsmoking activities like burning down Campus Village. or burning
down the library, or even burning down the Spartan
Daily. NH those things would have to wait.
I usalked out of the bookstore and sparked up my
ness c.ind red His lighter, putting it up to a Newport.
Taking a drag. I thought to myself. "This is how
James Dean must have felt.- 1’111 So cool. *cough*

Kevin Viten is the Actf: editor. "SJSUCK" runs
other Thursday.
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entrie. noon three working davs before the desired publit
require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in ’is huh the) are received.
TODM’

1
pail
lit
the Guadalupe room of the Student
1’mm. Iii more information. contact Diane Kim at
499-7153
The Livtenote Horil.
There will he a classis ;11 music performance and
conversation holli I 2:41 11.111. 10 I:15 p.111. in room
150 of the Music kidding. For more information.
contact 924-4649.
Fellowship of Christian 1r/i/eres
1 hoe will be a Bible study al 7.15 p.m. held in
the Gold room. For more information. conatct Dan
Benton at 821-2794.
at

.Vs boo/ of .111 and liesign
I here us ill he an exhibition of student art tioni
10 a. m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building and Industrial
Studies building. For more information, contact the
gallery. office at 924-4330.
(’oreer ( *enter
Resume Critique Drop -in ss ill be held from
I 10 p.m to 3 p.m at the Career I enter. For more
information. contact Marisa Staker at 024-6171.
.hrsto isr/. Watts
I here %s III he a seminar on hoe, to Usk’ the dCadelitie
Te011fees on c.iinplIS 111-0111 tisuuuti ht I

In p.m

in the

ENID %N.

\ I
Quad between the Student rnion and the .Art
Isuilding.
boo/ ot but and Devigo
Judicial .4/bus
I licie w ill be an exhihuttiuuui 11 student art from
An "Ethics Bow I Exhibition Match" us ill he held from
10 utut to 4 p.m. in the Art building and hulti,it sI
noon to I p.m. in the Student Ilition Amphitheater.
similes building. For more information. colitis I in,
?US( ’Stinfs I broad Office
gallerv office at 924-433(1
Filet s ill he an information se,sisiii held at I is in
in the Pas heeo room of the ’,indent Union
nuts’
inlormation,
,ti ids ahroadov.sjsu.edu.
e113 Scribble, 100411, click.
(’al/i.
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Football team ready to right ship at San Diego A’s lose 10-4, Twins snap
BY JIMMY DURKIN
Daily Suitt iii\iiitcr
After a bye week, the Sun Jose
State University football team will
try to get back on track when it
travels to Qualconun Stadium to
face San Diego State University at
5 p.m. Saturday.
The week off Caine on the heels
of the Spartans’ 40-19 loss to the
University id Illinois on Sept. 10,
which dropped their record to I-1.
Coach Dick Tomey said he
was happy with the way the team
practiced during the bye week and
that the players showed a desire to
improve.

,4111111111111

position
1 he spa, tans open the Xestein
Millet.. I ,niteience play at home
against the Unix ersity of Nevada
next week and ould like some
momentum heading into that
game. With the Attees looking for
their test min. it will make both
teams !limply and SJSU’s challenge is to come out with inure
intensity. ’Iffiney said.
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-,I1
Coast -type passing of
they’v’ got gine! skip people.
They’re 1!"11IY Ito h."
and athletic
thai e’le rilIii.’ ct.iililug
ing to sec la lin

pot got to not let them
be hungrier than we are." Tomey
said. "We both have something
to prove. We can only do that by
winning.
"We’d Inse to get back on the
right track this week. but again, we
know its going to be a big chal-

he said.

lenge."
Senior defensive end Justin
James agreed with *Jimmy and said
the team wants to show that
performance against Illinois was
not the kind people should expect

Overall record
1-1

Next gam.
Saturday at San Diego State

to see.
"We feel like we haw a lot to

.11.1 C,C
"I thought our ,’11
job last meek and t Sundax
Tomey said. "I thought (Sunda) ,
practice vs as one of the best we
had all year. just in terms of concentration and enthusiasm and just
guys corning out and going back
to work.
"Our scout team did the best job
they’ve done all year. I thought it
was a real good indication that our
guys want to be better and that’s
important this time of year,- he
said.
The Spartans will be facing an
Aztec team that is looking for its
first win of the season. San Diego
State enters this game 0-3. but
those losses came from Ohio State
University. the Air Force Academy
and UCI A Ohio State and UCLA
are ranked in the top -25 in both the

prove," James said. "V MI the new
coaching malt xke’te rcalls Louth dent about the things we’re doing
and we just want the opportunity to
show that to every lusty else. \Nord hr
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ding to the transcript
on tape.
from San Diego State’s weekly

-It’s. in many ways, the best
team we’ve played," Tomey said.
"Their record is not good at this
point, but they’ve played outstanding competition.
"If you look at their game
UCLA was unagainst UCI
able to nun,. the ball against their

piess cainference.
"Looking at them on tape.
they Se got good team speed."
()all said. ’"they ’re very athletic
at the funning back position. Hie)

defense. Ohio State had a dittixidt
time against their defense. ;is \s ell.
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three -game losing streak

manager Ron tiaidenhite isn’t one
I
OAKLAND (AP)
for team meetings or speccli, s at this stage. Ile will send his players
out for the final II days of 1111S disappointing season and just observe
vs

ho’s still Inv mg their all.
And, the skipper hopes, maybe fslll,lles.rtto vs ill

shake up the playoff
picture in the process.
Michael Cudd)er !mulcted, hit Once doubles and drove in four

runs, and the Twins beat the Oakland Athletics 10-4 Wednesday to
snap a three-game skid.
The A’s began the day trailing the hist place Los Angeles Angels
by I 1/2 games in the AL West. the A ngc Is 1,11) CI II late game against

Texas.
-This was a good win for us.- said (411dt:tame. whose club is already eliminated from postseason contention :diet v inning the AL
sonic Ions and
Central the past Mice years. -To conic out :aid
get a lead. we liaen’t done that %el) often. It %:i. Ion I lie guys got
to run the bases.C’uddyer finished with a saleCI 1101 1,1111 1111, allil 110111L’ICLI against
Oakland for the mai mile this sc.iseii xii, I,, . .010 shot in the second
tour-RBI
I
inning. he tollimcd with ti
game. He was intentionally walked in Mc
Ritls
klinnesota.
Matthew Let.’roy added Mice hit, :Intl
KCIIIIell) 111 taking a
which had lost live of six. ’the l’s’. Ill’. tarrcil
7-0 lead in the fifth, and avoided a due,.
.0 ,11
,nie wan wreck’Cuddyet killed us all year, tle wa.
ing crew.- ..Vs manager Ken Ma, Ii.,
Scott Bake’ (2-21 pitched IR,. C Il,t ii’. intim,. Ill %%ill tor the first
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is ed, allowtime in live -.ants. He fettled 12 ol ilk II, .i I
imig one out single to Jay Payton in the ’,Amid and a leadoft single
by. Dan Johnson in the third.
Bobby Ciosby ietui lied to Oakland’s lineup ,,,, I dung out
luesday to rest his hactured lot ;iiikle I lc singli .1 aild sLoictl

add.. d , 55 5, i lilt double
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(mime. So, apply today at my wehsite below.

BayCrest Insurance Services
1275 S Viii 1 iirger lI1Vl. ,
San Jose, CA 9b12f3

Access to good dentists and lots of them!

(408) 249-4611
CA Insurance
License 1/0B180 /

» Check ups and cleanings - including x-rays!
» "BriteSmile offers a S100 discount
on whitening under the
HeaffhyExtensions program.

Or apply at our website:
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800-853-5899
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Three rugby players picked to try
out for national all-star teams
BY ILBRA BEITPOLOUS
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Alicia Dominguez, a senior majoring in kinesiology, practices with the San Jose State
University Women’s Rugby Club at Spartan Stadium. Dominguez is one of thtef, (loth; players
from SJSU selected to try out for the Grizzlies National All -Star leant.
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Love at First Bite!
"Wow! The best sandwich I ever had!"
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THUMBSUCKER
www. THUMBSUCKERTHEM OVI E.COM

Talk to your friends for free through your computer.
(No anytime minutes required.) Google Talk.
.1.1d make free calls around the world
www google r om/iiniversity/talk
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Anh Thu,
a senior
majoring
in business
marketing,
prepares a
cappuccino
in the new
Starbucks
located in
the Village
Market.

DEAN - 1 have never had the same job for too long’
continued from page 1
college library, at Ole College
of St. Thomas in Alinnesota. a
Catholic boys’ liberal arts college.
"Catholic colleges don’t pay
very Well Whitlatch said. "I was
probably the lowest -paid graduate."
In 1968 Whitlach was appointed
as the head of acquisition :Ind collection management in Stanislaw,
State College library. in Turlock.
Calif.
"We were just transitioning into
a more academic status tor librarians and unit of a classified simple
service sy stem.- Whitlatch said.
"One ot the things they were required to get tenure was a second
master’s degree. Therefore. she got her second
master’s degree in Asian studies in 1973 Iron) I vii ersity in
California. Berkeley
By encouragement of Patricia
Senn Bret\ k . the former library
dean. Whitlatv li applied tor the
library associate dean pi’sit ion and
got the position III 21100.
Budd believed that working
with her as the associate dean is a
blessing.
"She’s easy to work with and
understanding when mistakes are
made," Budd said.
"She always listens to staff

and provides them with feedback
and
compliments,"
Holmes wrote in an e-mail.
Whitlatch is thankful for having
the opportunity to work in various section, and said that in her
career, the only place that she has
not worked in is special collections.
"Every other job I have done it
in sonic point.- she said.
Whitlatch said the opportunity
that she could keep moving around
in the library has really added a lot
of value in many ways and has led
to learning a lot of things.
"It’s been interesting that I have
never had the same job for too
long." she said.
Whitlatch ’s commitment to her
profession and her hardworking are
acknowledged by the library staff.
"Her leadership springs from
her dedication to high -quality
public service, lier work in the
area of assessing reference ser-

ggH

vice is highly regarded in the field
of library science," Feind said.
In 1987, when Whitlatch gave
birth to her first and only child.
Catharine, she got her Ph.D. in
library and information studies
from University of CalifOrnia.
Berkeley.
"Just around the time 1 finished
up the degree I also started teaching the graduate library school in
campus which I continue to do and
v.iltie very much,- she said.
"Jo Bell is a teacher at heart,"
Budd said. "She’s also passionate about library resources and
ensuring that every dollar of the
library’s limited acquisitions
budget is protected and well
spent.Whitlach. as she said has kept
up in the field and is still current
with most of the things going on,
"although you can’t know every
thing," she said. "You have to rely.
on a lot of other people."

er leadership springs from her
dedication to high-quality public
services. Her work in the area of
assessing reference service is highly regarded in
the field of library science."
Rebecca Felnd, reference librarian

CENTER - A.S. allows students to rent laptops
continued from page 1
needs." Stun all said. "For example. if 1 just want to tine Microsoft
Word tot one %seek. and I don’t
need it to play games or any thing, then there’s no need to rent
a more expensive laptop. "Then
there are other students that need
it for art which might be Adobe based products like Photoshop
or Illustrator then they would
probably need a more robust
system . Stovall said that students iv ill
also save a lot ot money %% hen witting through the ser%
..00111pared Ii, i rthcm id111:11 programs outside ill the unisetsity.
the S15 laptop rentals go tot about
$150 a week." he said.
The lab :it., offers tech support
provided by students.

"II -students need help, they need
to do research, they need to add a
class, or they has e questions about
WebCT - all aspects ot SJSU,
tech support is pretts knowledgeable," Moezzi said.
All staff technical sumi !! have
been trained to Ii,. ci iiiipuuters,
Mou://i said. When a ,,,itern goes
down. it shouldn’t take more than
hinir to get it hack up.
With 100 stations available,
students take advantage of the facility.
Ociaido ; ntt,,ile,,a senior majoring in nistice studies, said he
likes the last Internet connection
that the lab provides and comes in
every. day he has class.
"I use the lab for a variety of
things," ( ioniale/ said. "The connection is really good here. It’s
kept up very vs elf, I use it for re -

he connection is really good here.
It’s kept up very well.- Gerardo Gonzalez, senior

search when I have papers, and email and games."
Raymond Chen, a senior majoring in electrical engineering, said
he comes in to watch his friend,
play games.
"I come here when I have time
to check on my e -mails, do my
homework. Chris Phan, a junior majoring
in computer engineering, said he is
there every day.
"We’re usuall. here around the
chick," he said.
A future project that the sen ice
center is ssorking on is to develop
an online ele, non poll ss stem for
student ele, non,. Stun all said.
"Instead uI has mg to do polling sites, you could vote from your
computer outside a polling site,"
Stovall said. "You can do it at night
at your ci ill SCllICHCC..
MOC//1
s,uu,f ill students are
welcome at the center, and hopes
to get the is ord out about the Ser-

PHIL BEDROSSIAN DAP ’I SIMI

Starbucks peps up campus
CHRISTINA YOUNG

A lot ot the San Jose State
University community Is Un aware that the isialit’s leading
brand ot speiralts coffee has
made us %% as onto campus, said
James Whinery. assistant director
of retail operations for Spartan
Dining.
Carmen Phu. a freshman majoring in management information systems. said she frequently
buys lunch at the Subway counter
inside The Village Market. hut
she had no idea Starbucks had a
counter in there.
Village
Located
in The
Market. behind the grocers se,
lion and around the COMici hum
Subway, the Starhucks as not
marked by in signage during the
lost month it is as open.
"I think that alone kind
of slo5, things down." said
Shay neca Francesconi. a pre nursing hmeslirmian and a harista
;it the new counter. She said she
and the other haristas are eager

a
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percent were aged 13 to 24,- according to the (’[X -s Web site.
is important tuff students to
be :Mare of hum no pies ent HIV,"
students
Willey said. ( ollege
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to cater to the students, faculty
atitit1 staff members who live in the
aparten
m ts on campus, Whinery
said
"We’re the most convenient,You just go
Frasier:sr:on
dom.ii a couple stairs and take the
eles.ttor ;Ind scone right here."
:in
marketing
for the Starbucks counter would
target on -campus residents, although anyone is is elcoine to
"come by."
Because ’the Village Market
is incorporating Starbucks’ "We
Proudly lirew" program, the
menu ill feted there is not exactly
the same most other retail stores’
WhITICIN said.
lie said the Lorporation’s food
prodth is are wit served at the oncampus location. and "Cremise"
blended drinks are offered instead
of "Frappuccino- drinks.
" ’Fraippuccino. is striu tin
licensed store product. but iii
you’re a connoisseur, you’re tie,
er really going to tell the differI he
ri ills iii’.
ence ’ci
Whiner s
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every month front noon to 1 p.m.
in the Pacheco room of the Student
Union.
Besides World AIDS day, members will participate in other events
and resource fairs.
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eWirelessGames.com

14.T. 4:1.141, a. .MPP7.1

Ptitneyard Campbell
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"We like students to feel welwine to conic here and really
utili/e the resources that are available." Mixtzer said.

COMMITTEE - Group will meet once per month
continued from page 1
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are certainly at risk and sometimes
may not he aware of how the disease is imntracted.Beginning in October. the HIV
and AIDS Awareness Committee
v ill meet the fourth Wednesdav of

for customer traffic to start increasing.
Whinery. who did all the ’leg %sort," to bring Starbueks products to S.M.’, said he was OK
%s till not having signage for the
toffeeis, rimier in the beginning.
although a sign ssas installed two
%seeks :Igo.
"Right mos its good that a lot
of people di m .1 know Starhucks
is there.- Whiner said. tie said
Its grand opening elehrat ion is
not scheduled to lake place until
homecoming week in i kdolver
To build the clientele slim Is
through word of mouth ;dims.,
us to train and get better below
use get busy Once people stall
to know about it. is e.II delnittely
get there. And it si ill he tun."
Whitten said.
(’orbs Garcia, a senior majoring in engineering who commutes
to school, said even though he
knows about the Starbucks and is
a fan of its beverages, it would he
too inconvenient for him to go to
Campus Village to buy a drink.
The Village Market was made
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Daily Specials $5.75
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TENGU SUSHI

Get Comcast Cable with t.3
High -Speed Internet
for as low as

5.

99

Plus Free
Installation"

SHARE THIS GREAT RATE WITH YOUR ROOMMATES
Call 1-800-COMCAST or visit us at www.comcast.com
’Offer applies to the combinahon of Liniited Basic and High -Speed Internet service only. This offer is only available to College Students who are new
residential customers whose accounts are in good standing and have not had Comcast Cable service during the last 60 nays land is not available to
serviceable areas Not all programming
balances), located in Comcast Cable wired
former Comcast
promotional period, standard rates and equipment charges apply Pncing, programming. and content may Orange
be combined with
Installation fees may apply "Free installation applies to basic cable installation and connection In a single wired cable
any other discount
or levels of service of video programming. A receiver and remote control is required to receive
*required to receive other
equipment,
change of service. premium and Other charges may apply t’rofessional installation required
and rates vary according to service
non-Comcast cable video or high-speed

customers with unpaid

and
available in all areas
May not
or offer
outlet Limited Basic
services
additional mate(
certain services Instatiation.
Internet subscribers,
for
area. Install kit requires customer installation and is not available in all areas S9.95 shipping and handling applies if Install kit is stripped Prices
shown do not include taxes, franchise. and FCC fees Call Comcast for Milliniunt requirements and details
about service and prices Service is subrect to terms and conditions of Comcast Cable and High -Speed
Internet Subscriber Agreement. Please present student identification or current class schedule at time
orrIca St.
of Installation to qualify Offer expires 10/31/05. Must install by 11/30/05
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Texans flee Category 5 Rita

DANIEL SATO / DAILY STAFF

Meditating for peace ...
Flom left, Shelley Ram, a freshman majoring in social science, Natasha Flowers, a Falun Dafa practitioner,
Elizabeth Unpingco, Deborah Simon, and Glenn Pham, a freshman majoring in art, practice Falun Dafa
meditation in the Spartan Memorial on Wednesday as part of International Peace Day.

Governor looking for bad teachers
RAMENTO. Calif. AP)
t iris. Arnold Schwartenegger’s
eampaign posted a form on its Web
site asking Californians for stories
about interior teachers to support
the ballot initiative to lengthen
hers’ probationary. period.
Hie form was then removed
35 ednesday after an Associated
Press reporter called to inquire
about it.
Posted on the Web site
http is 33 33 . joinarnold.com
the
form asked. "Have a story about a
teacher who just might not be cut
out 1,4 the job. yet nothing can be
done because of tenure? Please tell

us. We’d like to share the stories ot
Califfinnans like you! It was part of Schwar/enegger’s
campaign in favor of Proposition
74. which would boost the probationary period foi neo teachers
from two years to Its,: yt,u rhe
goN ernor ;Agues that its nearly impossible for districts to get rid ol
has e been in the
pito!’ tcacheis
classroom tor yeas
Todd Harris. a spokesman for
California’s RegOser Team. said
the campaign "eser esen
the form. ...There111V
egregious examples 01 this oe
never even needed to.-

3Ihance 1,0 a better California.
)) Inch is campaigning against
Proposition 74 and other Hie&
SUN,. had plumed a conflict :a
tack Thursday III Los Angeles
The group still still dcminisli.iic
and launch a Web silt
ceptional teachers. spokes»,,man
Robin Swanson said
’Wlis do teachers have to point
out to him that its a had idea to
attack them’ Why are he and his
..impaign staff playing these sorts
ut p,tht teal games?- she said.
"Tlw governor should has e
iiiure respegl lOr teachers in his
state,- So anson said.

-irOC
LIVE RACING

FRIDAY’S
ALIVE!

AT BAY MEADOWS

GALVESTON, Texas (API
Gaining strength with frightening speed. Hurricane Rita swirled
toward the Gulf Coast a Category’
5, 175 -mph monster Wednesday.
as more than 1.3 million people
in Texas and Louisiana were sent
packing on orders from authorities who learned a bitter lesson
from Katrina.
"It’s scary. It’s really sears.Shalonda Dunn said as she and
her 5- and 9 ear-old daughters
waited to board a bus arranged
by emergency authorities in
Galveston. "I’m glad yse’se got
the opportiiims to lease
You
never kiwis ii at can happen "
With Rua projected hi hit
Texas by Saturday. Gos Rick
Perry Urged lesItlents iii ow the
state’s come oast to begin cs.k. 11ating. And Vsy I Weans 1 ’Lis el.1
for the possibility that the slot in
could swamp the iii sery sow ken
city il lot er again.
(ialseston. l’its-lying parts 01
Corpus Christi and Houston. and
mostly emptied -out New Orleans
were under mandator) es actiation orders as Rita sideso iped the
Florida Keys and began dra» mg
energs ys ith terrifying efficiency
from the \soon waters of the Gull
of Mesh,’
Forecasters said Rita could
he the most intense hurricane on
record eier to hit Texas, and easily one ot the 111051 powerful ever
to pion into the U.S. mainland.
CalceotS 5 is the highest on the
scale. and only Once Category 5
hunk .inc, Arc knim it to haw.. hit
Mainland
the
most recent
!itch smashed South
ly.
Florida in 1992.
Hie I S. mainland has lies it
been
H both a C.itegotA 4 mut
(,itei4iii 5 in the same season
Katrina. at one point
Cali:grit
.1 +101-111. n eakeneil
slightly to a Calcgor 4 hurl hone
lust he) to corning ashoic
Goiettiment officials cage’ to
shoo the) had le:tined their lessons hoin the sluggish response
to Katrina sent in litindieds ii
bust, ii, evaeuate the poor. ’nosed
ditt h,,spital and nursing home
patients. dispatched tott kloads ot
it atel. ice and reads -made Meals.
and put rest litIlledls .11 le,11115
oil standby 30 Sony genetal
lexas oas told to be re,ids ii’ issuilie eolith,’ of a militais task
force in Rita’s iiake
"We hope and pray that
HurtIC:ille Rita will not he a devastating storm. but we got to be
ready for the is orst," President
Bush said in Washington.
Late Wednesday. Rita tt.is centered about $71) miles cast southeast
of Galveston and oas moving o est
near 9 mph. Toit.C.ISM-1 predk led a
would come ashore ,i1,,ng the CII

tral Texas coast betneen (ialveston
and C’orptis Clinsti. Hurricane-force
winds extended up to 70 toilet from
the center of the storm.
But is ith its breathtaking si/e
tropical storm -force o Inds
’l I Mlles across
pi:wit:all)
the entire »cstern cud of the LS.
(hill Coast was in peril. and esen
a slight rightward (Urn omit! prose
des astating to the Iraciiiiecl let
protecting Nei) ( frleans.
In the ( idly eston-lloustonCorpus (’(in so at ea. about 1.3
mullion people is cie under orders
to get out. in addition to 20,000
or more along ss ith the Louisiana
coast. Special attention SI.;iv giVell
to hospitals Lind mason/ homes,
three %seeks ,ml met seines ot sick
and eldetls patients in the Ness.
Orleans at ea dims ned in Katrina’s
Hoods) ate’ s oi died in the stilling
heat it hile is au ing to he rescued.
3111 oat s personnel in South
st.uted mos mg north. too.
S, ht.’’,

ti

also shut dois it. Some
spoiling et ents ss ere
ss as a
Gill% evton
s irtual
ghost tossli In iimiil-,ilternoon
Wednesday. In tie ’glib, hoods
throughout the island s its. the
few people 101 net,: pas king the
last of their salitahlcs and getting
read) to head ninth
Helicopters. anibulanecs and
buses it etc used to ei it itate 200
1)1111e11" I")) Gal) eq"))
"11l
hospital And at the 1-1hgesiater
Retirement C.tiininunits. a 5,
\S. Ole

ii t’ie not
I, sri\n":Sll
iikmeel1111,
a am, c
1 hi,
!It, with a taittil
incinbci ii thin, go it mmli us. hut
this building. is not sal,’
on
the ...canal’ 55
111.1101 1111111s:111e
solIIII1g. smith Ws id Hastings. ex tot "I 11.1% 11.111
i. I don’t 3% 1111 lo i’,, it,,1 I
1.111
I
Ill
,s it’, 14
21)11

.1

,11.1NI.11

let el,

Sims

dead! ieSI

it

heel

silt:

I II

S I Mid
Ilk.

ahl,s
i If

101 Mal

111
ill

Nel
the
S.

lust y
alle in
1000 that killed hi:loco’ (0/00
:Ind 12,1111)1 people and
w wed the ,:ttv oil the mall.
lite last tutu ii litirric;ine to
strike the Houshni :irea it is
(.Iitcl." 1 Alit ma In 1983 - It
downlin% it
Houston.
flooded
spawned 22 tornadoes and left 21
people dead.
In Houston, the state’s largest
city and home to the highest concentration of Katrina refugees, the
area’s geography makes ey:It’ll:Mon particularls !treks While
ities ;ire
many hum, ane
right on the L oast. Houston is Id)
miles Inland. 5,

t’fiaStal

;ire.1 ot 2 million peOple tillIst
e3 Is lilt’ throligh .1 IllellOpOlnall
ban

Listen. Process. Help.

mica of 4 million people where the
twos ass are often clogged under
the hest of circumstances.
Mayor Bill White urged residents iii look out for more than
themselves.
"There will not be enough government vehicles to go and evacuate everybody in every area," he
said. "We need neighbor caring
for neighbor."
Houston Police Chief Harold
Hurtt issued a stern warning to
anyone stay mug behind that looting would not he tolerated and
anyone caught stealing after the
storm would be pi, secuted.
At the Calsestoll Community
Center. where 1.5110 evacuees
had been put on school buses to
points inland, another lesson from
Katrina was put into practice: To
ON et COIlle the reluctance of people to es aeuate without their pets,
they is etc allowed to bring them
along lii crates.
"It % rIS quite a sight:’ Mayor
Lyda Ann Thomas said. "We were
able to put people on ss ith their dog
crates. their cat crates, their shopping carts. It went %cry well."
But Fhomas
warned late
Wednesday that the city was nearly out of buses. She said those left
on rite island Vt old have to find a
nay oft or face riding out a storm
that is "big enough to destroy part
of the island. it not a great part of
the counts
(’it’, Manage! Steve LeBlanc
said the swim stage could reach
51) feet. ( ;al) eston is protected by
ti seas’. all that is onh 17 feet lam
More than ISO polls e officers were
expected stay behind to guard the
alting 1.1111 1 1 7 hielighters.
Rita appioached as the death
toll twin Kairma ’sassed the 1,0(X)
mails
to 1.0.9.,
in five Gulf
Coast slates The body count in
Louisiana alone was put at 799,
Most linind in the receding flood is
ot Nei% Orleans.
the Anns Corps of Engineers
raced to fortify the city’s patchedup levees for fear the additional rain
could swamp the walls and flood
the city all over again. The Corps
said New Orleans’ levees can only
handle up to I, nches of rain and a
storm surge tit I) Ii,, 2 feet.
New GrIcans Mayor Ray
Nagm estimated only 400 to 500
people remained in the vulnerable
east bank areas of the city. They,
too, were ordered to evacuate. But
only a few people lined up for the
evacuation buses provided. Most
of the people still in the city were
believed to have their own cars.

Correction
A photo caption under the headline
"From tilinmaking to serving time," in
Wednesday’s paper is us supposed to
read: "Cyrus Kar poses with a camel
herder in northern Afghanistan in
2001."
It is Spartan Daily ptilay to
eonrct all errors.

CHINATOWN
Chinese Fast Food

SEPTEMBER 23RD - FIRST POST 7:00 PM
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IT’S $1 NIGHT
Si ADMISSION, $1 PROGRAMS,
$1 BEERS’, $1 SODAS, Si HOT DOGS
AND $1 SLICE OF PIE!
PLUS LIVE ENTERTAINMENT BY

BUSTA-GROOVE

11 BEERS SERVED FROM 7 8PM, $2 BEERS SERVED UNTIL IOPM, FULL PRICE FOR REMAINDER 01 NIGHT

vyww.baymeadows.com
4-

_
BayMeadows
.

FOR INFORMATION CALL (650) 574 RACE
Bay Meadows Racetrack located West of HWY 101
off HWY 92 in San Mateo
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Nhars on
lour Shill .
Life is complex. Prepare to help people manage
the challenges of life.
Azusa Pacific University’s graduate programs in Clinical
Psychology offer:

Get Custom Printed Apparel!
Embroidery & Promotional Items!
*0* OP* op.

7.10 eo. for 25
.5.10 ea. for 50
4.16 to. lor 100
CAI For 2005
COP.. hayl

An APA-accredited Psy.D Program
. M.A in Clinical Psychology (Marriage/Family Therapy emphassis)
. A curriculum that integrates spirituality and values

Jew or*

140111

616-7700
CENTURY
GRAPHICS
Ira Ccienenernal Si
.

ale.

CA 94086

. A blend of theoretical and practical elements of psychology
Alignment with current California licensure requirement,
For more information about APU’s graduate psychology programs:
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Be an Angel...
Donate Eggs!
Ii you are 21-29 year] Old nOn-Silloirer
healthy Orgill and responsible

Call Family Fertility Center
Al) effinicittes needed

1-800-939-6886
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Greatest movie ever made?

Film marries Burton, Depp again

BY LUCAS WU
Special to the Dail.

’Corpse Bride’
showcases
animation
BY AN NGUYEN
Special to the Dads
Anyone with a sense of nostalgia for animated musicals will find
Tim Burton’s "Corpse Bride" a
surefire success.
Infused with both dark and bold
characters, the movie enables au,

MOVIEREVIEW
diences to enjoy its simple, yet
unique, style.
Burton and co-director Mike
Johnson pair up to bring moy cc
ers a story of a love triangle th.ii
faces the overwhelming challenge
of fighting death.
Cliched as this may sound.
Burton manages to make it especially complicated for the characters within this film.
Victor. voiced by Johnny Depp
("Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory." "Finding Neverland").
is in a predicament when he accidentally %sect, himself to a corpse
bride, Emil). sowed by Helena
Bonham Carter ("Fight Club."
"Big Fish"), while practicing his
marriage vows.
His accidental proposal lands
him in limbo. where he struggles to
explain to his new wile the mix-up.
While trying to escape trout
"downstairs,- Victor’, Its mg ti
ancee, Victoria, voiced by Emily
Watson ("Breaking the Woes’’’.
also finds herself in a tis.
After Victor’s disappearance.
Victoria’s parents, two extremely
mismatched people who hide he
a shroud of aristocracy \slide
inches away from destitution, force
her to wed a nobleman in a desperate attempt to escape eviction.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WANNER BRO:, PICTURES

Victoria Everglot, voiced by Emily Watson, and Victor Van Dort, voiced by Johnny Depp, plan
on getting married in the stop-motion animated fantasy "Corpse Bride."
The stor unfolds with hal
wit and ti teal Kiikei iii tOils \ cOW
and Vic tot la tight to reunite
Though Mete is a In Inge id predictability in the movie. this fact
does not take :may from the MCI-all experience
Depp and (*atter both manage to
bring something to these roles that
many othet star-studded animation
do
ciiids
depth.
ti L ass kss and anxiety is telt
Depp.
ith each line esecuted
Carter also hi ings to the mos ie
her melodic
talent of iiioN
%owe. She c won, to the audience
ith a heat ilsivaking tune that
leases one’s cm, is anfing more.
lake :mother of Burton’s
pieces. "The Nightmare Before
Christmas," "Corpse Bride" is
made with stop- motion animation.
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\%eie alike
I he musk 111 1111, 1110Vie is dist,
praise ssorthy. In a day when lap
stick comedy, reign, the sc reel). it
is wileshing to see a mos it that
just lu,ui iris
t.iii
111t1St: hunt],
together to entertain audience, of
all ages.
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es, Is due to 1).inn
moser
ho
1:11nian.
hod 111:11,
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this piece
Burton and Depp.
With pies anis pieces such as the
classic -links at d SCIsst tlhandSand the sunimei "Charlie and
the Chocolate !moot s.- "Corpse
liride- make, it II\C Hit; les iltINS
Ii,,’. c’ istmked on tothat the
gether.
"Corpse Bride- opens Friday.

’Corpse Bride’
Rated: Prii
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Golf is boring to watch.
Movies about golf are boring
to watch. Unless it is a golf
movie with Bill Murray chasing a gopher fir 98 minutes or
Bob Barker list -fighting Adam
Sandler in "Happy Gilmore."
The new Disney movie "The
Greatest Game Lxer Played."
which folloss s 20 -ear old golf
phenol]) through the 1913 U.S.
Open. has neither Bob Barker
nor gophers but it does star Shia
LaBeoul of "Ls en Stevens" fame.
Director Bill Paxton claims this
isn’t even a movie about golf. "I
didn’t make this movie for golfers -- I could care less to tell you
the truth -- I personally just love
the story and the characters."
This is Paxton’s second film as
a director.
Bin Paxton: So I’ve been
reading a hit 01 scripts. I read this
script I think a lot ot directors
stayed assay from because tlie
idea of a period golf lilm seemed
like such a turn off.
*coughs
Spartan
Daily
"Bagger Vance."
BP: Yeah. When I read the
it
I his
story. I Ma. sit ttltICIled
was the hest iimmdei ii, ,c stof 1t:
t.’ef read ID a uS spttCl. then I realued no nnesci,ic ked the safe.
This hasn’t gotten the ineniatic
attention like Scoi sem: gio.e to
like "Raging Bull- ttl any of the
other great sports li lins.
Watched
this
1110Vie
in a
I
theatre tilled almost escluidsely
ith cry, mg habit’s. mothers and
prepuhes,ent children. The inok
ssm mci
oiducer Mark host
1 -1 -he Sis Million Dollar Man,"
-Tantasm. I our" claimed the
movie would appeal to the col lege audience.
"The character Francis. played
In Shia, us college age.- Frost
said. "He’, 19 or 20 when the

story takes place. he’s a kid. He
got a lot of talent and there are
these obstacles in his path. So I
think he’s a character people can
really empathim."
SD: Did the fact that the movie
was made by Disney and stars one
of Disney’s biggest non -cartoon
actors of today affect the creative
presentation of the movie?
Mark Frost: Gis en the time period and subject matter. it wasn’t
gonna be a Tarantino movie no
matter what we did. And, uhh.
Disney’s got a good track record
with these kinds in sport movies,
Timum had
a golf movie with
kidnappings and Samuel L.
Jackson w oulkl be genius.
"The ( lieatest Game Ever
Played" itself is not had, It’s
similar to the rides at Disneyland
kiniw what’s going to
you
happen but you sit down and go
through the motions anyway and
afterwards you feel like you can’t
really complain.
The problem with a movie
about a golf gains’ set almost a
hundred sears ago is that nobody
cares. !limes er. you wouldn’t
think that alit.’ speaking face-toface with Pasti in.
SD: Was difficult to provide
suspense to this movie because
everyone basically kites% what was
happening next scene after scene."
Paxton: You know what it’s
not.
It you look at a movie
like "Titanic- or ’’Apollo 13."Seabiscuit." sou have to see the
journey these characters go on.
And so when I read the script I was
amated at him much suspense was
in it bec,mse. like you said, I knew
the outcome..
I did like -Apollo 13" but I also
feel Mat movie lacked gophers
and Bill Murray. Needless to say,
"Titanic" and "Seabiscuit" could
hose used Adam Sandler and Bob
Barker list -fighting.

Share your space, but live on your own.

HP Laptop

Bedding

All furnishings pictured are from Wal-Mart

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.

Storage

WAL*MART
ALWAYS (OW PRICE
fit4k5-

Walmart.com
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Movie ’bounces’ into theaters
BY DAVIDA ROSS
Daily Staff Writer
"Roll Bounce," set in Chicago
in the late ’70s, is a fun, easy -towatch throwback to the funky.
disco era of "jam-skating."
The film follows a group of
inner-city teenage boys who

MOVIEREVIEW
Tend most ot their free time
skating at their local roller rink.
When their local rink is forced to
close, the boys must go uptown
to Sweetwater. the mega rink on
Chicago’s North side. But this
isn’t your everyday, skate around
in circles, grab an orange Fantasty It: roller rink. This is iridescent
polyester. disco-fever roller skating. sy oh extravagantly choreographed routines.
The movie’s main character,
Xavier "X- Smith, played by
rapper Dm\ Wow, is surprisingly
complex lin a "feel good- film,
and engages in many fevered exchanges ss ith his stem, estianged
father. play ed by Chi McBride.
The strenuous family dsnanne
it ter the recent death of s mother. its ides such powerhil hack stirs. that it almost overshadows
the skating.
the us eight of the family back
stillS is tempered by several funny.
scenes, thanks in large part to

scenes trout comedians Mike Epps
and Charlie Murphy.
Other funny moments in the
film stem from X’s skate crew’s
exchanges with the rival crew.
headed by the arrogant, mortisesual "bad guy" Sweetness, played
by Wesley Jonathan.
Although most of the jokes are
a bit juvenile and aimed toward
teenage girls
Bow Wow will
likely help pack the theaters with
plenty of them the chaperoning
parents will find themselves laughing at more jokes than they will
probably admit in public.
(’inematically. "Roll Bounce" is
surprisingly impressive. ’Flie generous, Widescreell It Inut works
especially \Yell during the skating
sequences. Besides giving the film
a grainy, ’71)s feel, the camera is
able to captui e the commanding,
choreographed skate routines.
Even the ItIni’s harshest critics
will be entertained by the skating. The Imal sk.uic-ohh between
the mai mail steuss show cases
skate tricks that scent physically
impossible, backed by a high-energy disco soundtrack and striking
eitIllerd shots.
The one than us ith the climactic
skate -off finale is that very little ot
the moy ie slum. N’s clew prachc
ing their [noses. making it hard it
the audience to arc cry much
whether t sr not thes \\
Parts ot the mos iv’ that should

DRINK OF THE WEEK
BY ILBRA BEITPOLOUS
Daily Ste .

have been devoted to showing X
and his friends working on their
skating and building their friendships. were instead spent focusing on potential love interests for
the main characters.
Extra time was taken for
X’s lose life, as he is assigned
not one, but two potential love
interests in the film. There is
Tori, the cute neighborhood girl
with braces tJurnee Smolletn,
and Naomi, the vixen had girl
(Meagan Good).
Although some scenes in the
lihn are cheesy and underdeveloped. the story is sweet. For
anyone looking for an entertaining "feel -good" movie. that takes
no intellectual effort to watch.
"Roll Bounce- would be a good
choice.
And those being dragged in by
their children, or their little brothers and sisters, will be pleasantly
surprises.] at the acting, humor
and skating sequences.
"Roll Bounce- opens Friday.

The Key lame Pie Martini
front P.F. Chang’s China Bistro
is a deliciously suseet, yet tangy
cocktail.
it
looks
a regular martini.
but as they say. looks can be deceiving. This is no ordinary vodka- or rum -based martini.
Chang’s uses I at sir 43 to make
this martini a signature item
front the drink menu.
Rather tl san 11,111i2 Sall
.my
other plain old inartini would
have along the bruit ol the glass.
Chang’s strays a\s, s tttutn the
norm :int’ t eatures gtahain cracker crumbs instead
The drink is a creamy while
color topped off w ith a slice of
lime.
Considering there is sUch a
small amount it liquor in the
cocktail, the light drank is great
for ans
ii1111:11. (111111CL iii
.1.1..es, as 1 iny -

CS ell 111 1,0

self cows Cif.

km, \\ nu are probably \s on(tering Mut 11.1s1/1- .1.1 is. Well.
you :aren’t the onls one. P.iul
luare/, a bartender ad the reslamrant. said he had nese: used the
.ilvs shot until he started sets mg
Kes Lime Pie NI:minis
I I, ailIi Cuarentai
les is a
(talk Intuiti imported from Spam.
I he drink Ilas or is subtle yet

’Roll Bounce’
l’atuyl I’s, I 3
Runtime: I I 2 minutes
Starring: Bow Wow, Chi McBride.
Wesley Jonathan
Directed by Malcolm D. Lee
Written by Norman Vance Jr.
Studio: Fox Searchlight

EMPLOYMENT

SITTERS WANTED $10 ou
Register FREE
for piPs at
student -sitters

ii his 559-13S6
LIVE 1/2 BLK FROM CAMPUS 2BD/1BA on 6th St $950
New carpet -46 409-9554

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 514 50/HR to start
408-340-1994 So Bay
650-777-7090 No Bay
www funstudentwork con)

LIVE 12 BLK FROM SJSUI 2 kids/ Math on 9th St w/ parking
40n,

TUTOR

DAY CARE/RECREATION Santa Clara Private School
M -F 3-6pni $10 00/hr
Fax resume 408 247-0996

We have a couple of 5th grade boys who need a tutor to go
over their homework, assignments, and projects in the areas
of science, writing, and math The Meal candidate will have an
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program, indoor pool Experience excellent sense of humor,
extensive knowledge of science at the
with children a must Teaching experience not required AM/ PM/ elernentary grade level
and great writing skills Most importantly,
WE shifts available Email resume sdavis(avac us
you must be skilled working with young children to make learning
NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job, we can help! Access fun and enjoyable’ 14081691-0491 Sue
over 800 job listings on SpartaJOBS the SJSU Career Center s TEACHER’S AIDE: 2nd/3rd grade
Small Santa Clara Pnvate
online job and internship bank). It’s easy. visit us at www careerc School M -F, 9-12-30. Fax resume to (408)
247-0996. 810 00/ hr
enter sisu.edu, sign in and search SpartaJOBS!

FOR RENT

WAITRESSES & DANCERS No exp necessary Will train Must
be 21 Great $ PT Flex Hrs. Call (408)292-3445 after 2.00 pm

X-LARGE-2BD-2-BLOCKS
FROM SJSU

,tridents/ roomatesfi
264 apartment (w.,"
Great Floor Plan’ washer and dryers on preinisis, parking
available. Only $1.050/ mo, may work with you on the deposal!
(408)378-1409
DOWNTOWN VICTORIAN ROOM 5 blocks away S 15th St
House privileges Cable. phone wshr/dryr $525.1/3 utilities/
deposit (408)668-4458

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MODELS / ENTERTAINERS Intervaewing 10-14-2005 in Santa
Clam E intl for info & appointment Subject line, should read’
SJSU ad paragonarkftaol corn

SERVICES
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN $6900 per year Save 30%5ni (includes cosmetic) For info call
800-655-3225 or
www sludentdental corn or
vinvw goldenwestdental corn
PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact Familiar with APA & Chicago styles
ESI is a specialty Grace@831 252-1108 or
Evagarce@aol corn or visit
www gracenotesediting corn
BEAUTYCLUB Haircut for men $7 & women $10 Harr coloring
$15 up Wax $51 up Full set nails $15/ up Pedicure $13
Manicure $8 Located @ 505 S 10th St Ste 205 (corner of
William 810th -upstairs) CALL 1408) 993-2250
WORD PROCESSING/DATA ENTRY WP with editing, papers,
mann, opts newsletters surveys Fast & Efficient Student
Discount Contact by phone evenings (408)279-3384

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Bombay nanny
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Mandrakes field
PD members
Weak
LuPone role
Sander
Engine knock
Nosecone
covering
Moldy cheese
Lagged behind
Kind of joie
Its easily bruised
Keogh relative
Vistas
Waffle variety
Hardy green
Hoarder
Malay on Ferber

22
24
25
26
30
34
35
37
38 Testiness

39 Clown’s getup
40 Struck a match

41 Actress
Freeman
43 Tale of Helen
of Troy
45 Epsilon follower
46 Star’s companions

48 Digit
Senate vole

50
51
52
56

Mama’s boy
Frolics
In a prudish way
60 Great Lakes state
61 Beyond banal
63 Oak Of maple

64 Ancient ointment
65 Havana export
66
67
68
69

Flag down
Auction site
Porch adjuncts
Exchange

DOWN
1 Dr sinsat

OPPORTUNITIES
BEST PART-TIME GIG EVER!!!!

,505

3 Magnani
or Motto
School subject
Fireballs

4
5
6
7

Eager plus
Hodges
of baseball
8 Centurion’s

32 Ekberg or Loos
33 Where Duatkva Is
36 Roman hill count

42
43
44
45
47
49
52
53

highway
9 Store employee
10 Cole slaw
ingredient
11 Ark neighbor
54
12 Wharf
55
56
13 Cold shoulder
57
21 Size choice
23 Web site
58
address
26 Be stingy
59
27 Wassailers
62

tune
28 Ms Verdugo
29 Ketch cousins

hen*?

Slanted type
Housecoats
Peaks

Fax-being letters
Extinct bird

Left
Moby Dick
pursuer
Sonnno of films
Huff
Crisp cookie
Get water
from a well
Han Solo’s love
Sharp bark

Geological
penod

10 Got anam

I[

Take ,,,Jr short computer based course now to earn extra mone,,
in next tax season Finish the course at your own pace at home
Jackson Hewitt Tax Service 408-813-6212
Call _laved

WANTED
SPERM DONORS NEEDED The Palo Alto, Ca branch of thc
California Cryobank is seeking men of all ethnicities for our sperm’,
donor programs It you are currently attending college or hold a BA
degree you can earn up to $900/mo, receive a free comprehensive
health screening & help infertile couples For More information or
to apply online please visit www cryobankdonors com

FOR
SALE

iv

EGG DONORS- Seeking all ethnicities $5700 Attractive,
responsible, healthly applicants needed Contact (4081528-9208
or into@wcfed corn

CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
Each line averages 25 spaces. Each letter. number, punctuation mark. and space is foimatted into an ad line ’The first
line will be set in hold type and upper case for no extra charge up tai 70 spaces. A MII1111111111 of three lines is required.
Ikadline as 10:00AM. 2 weekdays prior to publication.
MINIMUM TIIRFE LINE cLASNIFIEDALI;
DAYS
3
4
I
2
KATE.
WOO
$9.00
$12.00
S15.00
iii,

STUDIO 8 NIGHTCLUB NOW Hiring BarBacks, Cashiers,
Security. Cocktailers & VIP Host Call 408 279-4444
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY We are currently hiring for
P/ T positions We offer a great working environment with day
and evening shifts for responsible and energetic people Apply in
person 2:30 to 4-00pm Mon - Wed We are located in San Pedro
Square.

sery potent. An odd
MIS I klIOW. hill Mars
Ille u,uily ss ;is to il,
scribe it It’s sW eel s et
tangs. strong but light,
anal this iii
but not
so that sou a ;110 limit
DANIEL SATO / DAIlY STAFF
.ytitirsell to "list taw
ChatIg’s puts on Key Lime Pie Martini:
COMpelltions lot !be
bartenders 1,i create
new, drinks, sonic oh
5\ loch :lie Illell added
on the menu kus Lune
’11‘lt‘
Pie Martini ss :is 11111: oh
the lucks keepers
The taste is realls dilleront and
’lite dunk has beets arousal at
Chang’s issi about .s y ear nots, ac- the base ’Nana is unusual I AL or
41
pis( added the right amount of
cording hi Jamie/. but they tried
to make something similar before lest to an otherwise light and fresh
taste
pei lea. lint. it Hies Itied using v a
By the nine I linisheal the drink.
tuna s,aalka and people lust \seven 1
set toad it it. loafer said
I tomail my sell !is ing to justify
51,0 mg fie anodic’
%Lai it situ i aren’t inaiaills
inatitani Junket. this is a ih:kt;,11
Ins is. by Iii. he best martini
worth trying.
hi., it’s

VICTORIAN STUDIO 2 BLKS to SJSUI Prking Laundry $750/mo

HOUR

DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business Perfect for students
ARTIST ASSISTANT Crafts business close to SJSU need,
Earn up to $250 every weekend Must have reliable truck or van
general help Computer knowledge helpful Flexible hour,
Heavy lifting is required 408 292-/8/6
Steady work Reliable only Sue or Ed 408 9844020
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Securrty Officers, PT/FT
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK w/ teens w/ developmental
Flexible Grave Bonus
disabilities in After -School Program in San Jose PT. weekdays,
Commute up to 25 miles
2p -6p Flexible scheduling Must have completed 6 ECE units
(408) 247-4827
$10/ hr Great opportunity for students pursuing a career in
OUTREACH PROGRAM Counselors PT Elem Schools special education, Questions’, Call Lesle. 510 835-2131 X104
in Milpitas/Santa Clara Degree/Cred not required Opp Send resume to jobs@esba org or fax to 510 444-2340 or mail
for teaching exp Need car Send resume/cover letter to 180 Grand Ave Ste 300 Oakland, CA 94612 EOE
hr@girlscoutsofscc org
You must have heard of people making good $ in Real Estate.
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS PT Instructors elem schools but you’ve always wondered how? Ltd T1MO oppty to learn
Degree/Cred riot required Opp for teaching exp Need car VM the business from successful people who have changed their
408-287-4170 ext 408 EOE/AAE
lives within a few years Before you respond back, you must be
LOS GATOS SWIM & RACQUET CLUB is currently accepting highly motivated, energetic, money hungry, efficient and honest
applications in the following departments Front Desk. Fitness Potential to make lots of S. if you love to talk, have good work
Staff. Childcare & Maintenance Applicants are to be outgoing & ethics, like meeting people, and have exit phone skills Spanish a
eoberoi@amfsca net Fax 408-955-0587
able to multraask Good customer service is a plus Part-time AM/
PM shifts available More info call 14081 356-2136 or fax resume PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER for small Santa Clara
to (4081385-2593
Private School M -F, 2-3pm (days and pm times can be flexible)
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! Local valet company needs Fax resume (4081247-0996 $20 00/ Hr
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby malls. INTERNSHIPS Gain valuable expenence while working for
private events & country clubs FT/PT avail We will work around an exciting Internet startup company Yrnetro com, a leading
your school schedule Must have clean DMV Lots of fun & earn community resource for jobs, personals, nightlife & more is
good money Call 408 867-7275
seeking exciting individuals Positions include Marketing.
Accounting. Sales, CIS, Programmers. Promotions & more! For
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS ’PART-TIME OPENINGS
more info please email robs@ymetro corn or call 408 661-2039
’$15 00 BASE -appt
Vector, the company for students, has partaime openings WEB PAGE DESIGNER WANTED Want a creative person who
available for customer sales/service
can design a web page and get our store on-line Please call
The positions offer numerous unique benefits for students’
Cindy or Pat at 408-371-0100 Daily 10-6 pm (408)371-0100
’HIGH STARTING PAY
LIFEGUARD/SWIM INSTRUCTOR at El Camino YMCA PT, AM/
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
PM/ Wknd shifts $9 25-12/ Hr YMCA memb Current LG/ CPR/
’internships possible
1st Aid needed Contact Angela (650)694-7216 or asantoro@
’All majors may apply
ymcamidpen org
’Scholarships awarded annually
ABUNDANT AIR CAFE Your good time flight has arnvedl FT/
’Some conditions apply
PT. Asst Mngr, counter & prep positrons available in San Jose,
’No experience necessary
right on the Lightrail line Call for phone interview or visit our
’Training provided
Earn income & gain experience’ Watch for us on -campus Palo Alto Headquarters 1901 Embarcadero Road, East or
www abundantair core 16501858-1003
throughout the semester or CALL 615-1500 9am-5pm
www workforstudents corn/sjsu

TEACHER KidsPark Hourly childcare centers by Oakndge
& Valley Fair malls. Flex hrs, days. eve & weekends 6+
ECE required Fun recreation program. Team environment
Benefits available Contact Leslie 213-0970, Fax 260-7366 or
leslie@kidspark.com,
RECREATION JOBS AT THE Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec Dept
Positions open now for Leaders. Afterschool Elem Sch Age
ChildCare Recreation/Enrichment Programs M-F AM/PM shifts
avail T & Th PM shifts avail $7 83-$11 32/hr to start, depending
on exp No ECE credits required Kathy@408 354-8700 X245

Albert Garcia,
bartender at P.F.
Chang’s in San Jose,
mixes together
Chang’s Key Lime
Pie Martini on
Wednesday. The
drink includes Licor
43, half and half,
whipped cream, Key
Lime West juice,
and a lime and costs
$7.95.

BLDG: DBH 209
Pim: 408-924-3277
l’Ax: 408-924-3282
Email: classified Oueatia.s.isti.e(Iti
www.thespartanclail:%.com

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offerings are not
approved or verified by the newspaper
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KAR - Filmmaker faced FBI interrogation,
humiliation at soldiers’ hands
continued from page

1

"Faran n as told to strip in front of
men and ivinnen: once he was down to
his last thread. everyone laughed on cue
to humiliate him." Kar said.
Soon. Kars saga at Abu Ghraib
ended when on May 19 he was moved
to Camp Cropper, which is located
within a fortified compound around the
Baghdad airport that houses American
military bases.
Camp Cropper is where "high-value
detainees" such as Saddam Hussein and
some of his Baath party members are
held. Kai said.
It is a cis I lied place. where they did
their job n Mout humiliation or hostility," said Kar, who described seeing
Saddam I ussein’s brother at this camp.
"Saab Is a spitting image of Saddam,
looks exactly like him and has wandering eyes." he said.
Kar said that he felt angrier at being
detained along with political manuals
and extremists.
"lit my. light are the Baath Party prisoners and to my left are Muslim hardcore extremists," he said.
Ku, detained in cell 174. read and
did calisthenics, he said
A vegetarian, Kar is as given vegetarian meals. "a platter of oiercooked vegetables which tasted ;mini." said Kar,
who lost 15 pounds.
Kar said he felt optimistic when two
FBI agents. whom Kar identified as
"Donna" and "Robert" came to interrogate him on the fourth day at Cainp
(’ripper.
’Utley looked like normal people, except they is ere cockier. he said.
"Robert gis es Inc a paper and looks
like he is going to kick iny
Kar said.
’rdung to the papei. Kai said, he
light to not talk ti the 113I and
had

the right to a lawyer.
"I have the right to a lawyer Kar said
he asked as he read the piece of paper.
"Yes," he said the agent told him.
"You actually have lawyers here?"
Kar asked. "No," he quoted the agent.
"The last guy who requested one is waiting two years later still in Afghanistan."
But it was only rhetoric, Kar said,
who found the experience surreal and
said it reminded him of 20th century
novelist Franz Kalka’s depiction of
hopelessness and absurdity.
The FBI agent asked him about his
religion and for whom he had voted in
the presidential election. Kar said.
"I shuddered for the first time thinking this must be what a political prisoner
might feel like," he said.
Kar said he told him he had voted
for John Kerry for domestic policy, hut
also said he supported Bush’s policy on
war because it liberated the Iraqi people
from a dictator.
After the FBI agents left, he felt his
release was impossible.
1 felt betrayed by my own government
for whom ! wiled honorably in the Navy..
betrayed by my government. ishich I supported and paid taxes to." Kar said.
The FBI se:m.11yd his lais Angeles
home and took his computer hard disk.
"They must have also seen the
American flags in my rot nl. one on the
table and one near the bed." he said.
He passed a lie detector test June
9. Later, Kar was cleared by the FBI
agents, but was not released from the
military detainment.
K ar was allowed three monitored
calls during his incarceration. He said
he telt outraged.
"I was relegated to an abyss from
where there sits no way of corning out."
said Kai% who tilled out many request
forms to get lawyers.

Crystal Thomas, from right, a senior majoring in public relations, Laqueta White, a senior justice studies major, and Sophia McGill,
a senior majoring in psychology, perform at the Hip-Hop Congress fundraising event at the amphitheatre on Wednesday.
Miguel Gonzalez,
a senior
majoring in
social sciences,
collects a
donation from
Joy Njema, a
senior majoring
in liberal studies,
for the victims
of Hurricane
Katrina at
the Hip -Hop
Congress
fundraising
event held at the
amphitheatre on
Wednesday. All
money raised
at this event
will be matched
by Associated
Students.

gg1 felt betrayed by my own government for whom

I served honorably in the Navy, betrayed by
my government, which I supported and paid

taxes to."
Cyrus Kar, alumnus

Jammin’
for
hurricane
relief
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a cow walks into a bar...

Look for the Ben 8c Jerry’s Buzz Squad
the week of October 10"
and get your free
ice cream bars or sandwich.
Visit us at www.benjerry.com

